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Introduction

• Who am I

• What are we talking about

• Explanations from experiance

• Conclusion



What are we tallking about

• Definitions of „Soft Soil“

• Definitions of „Zero Blow Count Material“

• Setting up your Tunneling Machine

• Slurry properties

• The Tunneling process in soft soil



The testing Method

„The SPT Test“ and ist definition!

The test uses a thick-walled sample tube, with an outside diameter of 50.8 mm and an inside
diameter of 35 mm, and a length of around 650 mm. This is driven into the ground at the
bottom of a borehole by blows from a slide hammer with a mass of 63.5 kg (140 lb) falling
through a distance of 760 mm (30 in). The sample tube is driven 150 mm into the ground and
then the number of blows needed for the tube to penetrate each 150 mm (6 in) up to a depth
of 450 mm (18 in) is recorded. The sum of the number of blows required for the second and
third 6 in. of penetration is termed the "standard penetration resistance" or the "N-value". In 
cases where 50 blows are insufficient to advance it through a 150 mm (6 in) interval the
penetration after 50 blows is recorded. The blow count provides an indication of the density of
the ground, and it is used in many empirical geotechnical engineering formulae.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borehole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empirical


The testing Method



Geotech Report



Geotech Report



Portland International Airport



JFK Airport New York



Autobahn A8 Germany



What does Zero Blowcount mean?

3 Bags of 22,5 kg stacked
on this Rod going into the

ground!



My Conclusion

“ Zero Blowcount“ does not mean there is nothing to
support your Tunnel.

It`s just extremely soft!



Challenges

Options the contractor has available to help him

1. Choice of cutterheads
2. Creating a slurry mud to stabilize the soils
3. Closing of parts of the cutterhead
4. Change the RPM of the cutterhead.
5. Nozzle selection



Bore hole of tunneling machine
in Normal soils

Almost circular Borehole
when machine is driven
in normal soil.



Bore hole of tunneling machine
in „soft soils“

Elipse Shape in soft soils
due to pitching up to
stabilize machine



Machine behavior in soft soil!

Because of ist weight the machine is
trying to go down and open up on the
top. 



What can we do to
compensate?

Bolt the machine together!

But please :

Just on the top!!



What can we do to
compensate?



Machine behavior in soft soil!

After bolting machine together on the Top it will be able
to be steered up but it will not go down anymore.



Grainsize distribution



Cobbles and Boulders in soft 
soils

Definition of a cobble: Piece of rock which passes
through a square of 12“ x 12“. Everything above is
considered to be a boulder.



Choice of cutterheads & risks

Standard or soft soil Head Mixed face head

By definition a tunneling machine can process cobbles or boulders the size of 1/3 
of the machine diameter.



Grout collums in soft soil.

• Is it a good or a bad thing

• What are the challenges with this method

• What are the effects



The purpose for grout collums

The purpose here is to finally stabilize the drilled pipe in the soft soil to prevent it from sinking



The purpose for grout collums

Designed 8 ft
spacing
between
collums.



The purpose for grout collums



The purpose for grout collums

8 ft

8 ft

8 ft



How does a TBM steer?

Overcut. Usually let a machine sink by itself.



How does a TBM steer?



Keeping elevation!



How does a TBM steer?
Hitting the grout collum!!



TBM steering and behavior

High Jacking force!!!!!



Grout collums in soft soil!



Grout collums in soft soil.

• Is it a good or a bad thing

• What are the challenges with this method

• What are the effects



How much torque do i need?



Available Torques!



Simple calculation!!!

AVN 1200 Machine

Torque 195 Knm

@ 180 Bars

195 / 180 = 1.08 Knm/ Bar

55 Bars = Empty Cone
80 Bars = 86 Knm
90 Bars = 97,5 Knm
100 Bars = 108 Knm

Why would you try to reach 120 Bars in a soil
which does not support this torque?



Slurry or drilling mud



Bentonite choices



Polymers! Good or Bad?



Separation Equipment



Soil distribution over several
shakers



Mesh sizes of screens



The Wentwotrth Table



Behavior of sand and fines in slurry



Sands and fines under microscope



Fines in the slurry and what
they do to you



PH and it´s effects on Bentonite



What can we do with Bentonite



Without Bentonite!



Conclusion!

The Contractor has a lot of tools available to him if you let him use those.

Not every drive through Zero Blowcount Material means the machine is going to
drop down or the pipes can´t be supported.

Soft Soil is a challenge which you have to tackle with common sense.
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